The main goal for this research is to find the general formula for the correction terms of the suggested method, SuSu, when the integrand is continuous and the derivatives are improper or it is just improper in one point\ more of integration region. This research includes theorems about finding the error formulas for these kinds of double integrals from lower\upper ends or both of them at same time. Three examples are discussed to illustrate different cases of double integrals in addition tables had been attached to show all the details.
Introduction
Double integrals are important for finding surface area, evaluating intermediate centres and moments of inertia for plane surfaces as well as computing the volume under the double integral surface. As an example for this, the resulting volume from the rotation of heart curve   2 1 cos   around the polar axis. In addition, the importance of double integrals as Frank Eyers in [2] explained, lies in evaluating the area of the piece of ball In 2011, [6] discussed three numerical methods composed of Romberg's acceleration with two formulation of Newton-Coats (Simpson and Midpoint), RSS, RMS, and RSM when the number of partial periods on two axis X and Y is equal, to calculate double integrals values that have integrands with improper derivatives or only improper. RM(RM) and RSS had been tested to be the best methods in terms of accuracy and speed to approach to the real value of integrations with a few partial periods. For more information in this area, see [1, 6] . In our research, we have derived the general form for the correction terms of the suggested method, SuSu, that introduced in [5] in case that the integrand is continuous with improper derivative or only improper in one point or more of integration region. xy. This means that the Taylor's series of two-variable functions exists at each point of the integration region except at   00 , xy, [7] .
We can write the double integral J by: 
For the first integral on the partial integration region    
By integrate equation (2) 
Substituting the points: 0  0  2  2  2  2  2   4  5  6  2  2  3  2  2  3  4  4 
96 3840
... (4) For the other three integrals in equation (1), the derivative of the function is continuous, so we can calculate their values and add them to equation (4) to get an equation consists of (A) plus the error formula ( 
Using the same steps in proof Theorem 1, we get an equation consists of (A) plus the error formula ( 2 H ) and the proof is complete. 
Finding the error formula using the suggested method SuSu to calculate the double integral with continuous integrands and improper derivative from the upper\lower ends
... (6) Similar to the steps in proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, we can evaluate the first and the last integrals in equation (6) respectively. For the other three integrals, the integrand is continuous derivatives on their integration region, so it is not difficult to calculate them and then add the result to equation consists of (A) plus ( 2 H ) together with (6) to obtain an equation consists of (A) plus the error formula 3 H . Thus the theorem is established. ()
Integrals with improper integrands in one or both ends of the integration
where , , , , 1, 2,3,
are constants. Applying SuSu method, we obtained six correct decimal digits at n=128. Moreover, when we used Romberg's acceleration to improve these results with the above correction terms in (7), we got fourteen correct decimal digits at n=128 with 16 2 partial periods (which is equal to the analytic value), compared with Musa in [6] when got a correct value for thirteen correct decimal digits at n=256 with the same partial periods. Moreover, Nada in [1] got a correct value for fourteen correct decimal digits at n=256 with 18 2 partial periods using RTT method as same as Eghaar in [4] using RMM method. Table 1 shows all these details. Moreover, when we used Romberg's acceleration to improve these results with the above correction terms in (8), we got an exact value that approximates to four decimal digits at n=128 compared with Musa in [6] when got a correct value for fourteen correct decimal digits at same n but with 14 2 . Moreover, Nada in [1] got a correct value for thirteen correct decimal digits at n=128 with 16 2 partial periods using RTT method likewise Eghaar in [4] . Table 2 shows all these details. 
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Where , , , , , 1, 2,3,
are constants. Table 3 shows the results using SuSu method, It is clear that, although the analytic value of the integral is unknown, but this value is fixed horizontally for four columns at n=256 and for six columns at n=512. Thus we can consider that it is the exact value at least for four decimal digits which is 0.06148537570565 with 18 2 partial periods. Moreover, Table 5 shows that Musa in [6] got a correct value for fourteen correct decimal digits at n=512 with 18 2 , while Nada in [1] also got same correct value at 
Conclusion
We conclude that the values of double integrals using SuSu method give the correct values of several decimal digits compared with the exact values of the integrals using a number of partial periods without using a method of teasing. Moreover the tables show that the results will be better with a few relatively partial periods as well as the values are correct for several decimal digits which are between thirteen and fourteen correct decimal digits, when we use the Romberg's acceleration with the SuSu method accompanying with the correction terms. In addition, the Romberg acceleration without ignore the impropriety will play an importance role to improve results in terms of accuracy and speed of approach to the real value of integrations with a few partial periods. Therefore we can use SuSu method to evaluate the double integral whether the integrand is continuous or improper.
